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                               SPECIAL MEETING-CONTINUANCE DISCUSSION 
                                                     ON ZONING ORDINANCE        
 
                                                           JANUARY 18, 2017     
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
     Jim Collins called the special meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 
 
COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT 
 
     Jim Collins II, Deborah Halpin-Brophy, Lois Stoner, Pam Still, Ed Kendall present at 6:40 p.m., 
Cork Shildt and Solicitor Mark Allshouse 
 
MEMBERS ABSENT Matt Hockley 
 
DISCUSSION ON ZONING ORDINANCE 
 
     Joe Andreatti stated 1-6 and then there are three others, 19-22-29 and all concerning special 
exceptions and conditional use can be designated special exceptions and conditional uses as 
desired.  He agreed with the assessment that was in the comments that too much has been 
relegated to the Zoning Hearing Board.  Mr. Andreatti stated Council should take some of that 
back and gave some recommendations as to what should be delegate to the Zoning Hearing 
Board.  That would be up to Council.   
    Mr. Andreatti also informed Council for things you would want control over is a single zone 
such as adult businesses in RL only and that should specifically delineate in uses for that 
particular zone.   When they decide what the marijuana grow policy is going to be, then that 
should be in one zone that should be delineated clearly.   
     Jim Collins stated to his understanding what is being looked at is to create a third column on 
the appropriate tables to delineate conditional uses.   
     Joe Andreatti indicated he would need Council to determine what it wants to have control 
over and what it is going to delegate to the Zoning Hearing Board. 
     Cork Shildt stated he would like to see adult businesses be moved to Industrial.     
     Mr. Andreatti indicated if you do distance circles and if you say industrial you would be 
prohibiting from existence and you can’t intentional write an ordinance that it makes use 
impossible to comply with.  In Mr. Andreatti opinion, RL would be the better choice. 
     There was some discussion on the definition of what a lodge would be and Mr. Andreatti did 
not know why it was special exception.  No one has defined a lodge is.  Mr. Collins stated it is 
hard to regulate something you cannot define.  Mr. Shildt stated a lodge would be someplace 
where people go to pay to stay to do hunting, fishing or skiing.  Mr. Andreatti indicated then 
the word commercial should be added this to distinguishing it from private.  Pam Still asked if 
you were a landlord and have a cabin and rent it, does that make it commercial.  Mr. Andreatti 
replied yes because you were using it for profit.   
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     Attorney Charles Suhr stated he marked some of the ones that are on the list.  He put the 
ones that were special exceptions that might be more suitable for Council to take care of as a 
conditional use.  They have a lot of uses listed and they are regulating them.  You have to why 
you’re regulating and what they are regulating.   
     Attorney Suhr presented a packet of changes and some what follows Terry’s list.  Some items 
on Terry’s list are no longer issues. 
     Attorney Suhr presented sheets of the Zoning Ordinance they believe should be changed or 
at least discussed. 
     The first is Section 103A that talks about two different rules that seems to apply.  The 
Borough Ordinance says that the more restrictive is generally going to apply.  Typically the least 
restrictive is going to apply.   
     Attorney Suhr indicated he could go through all the changes and talk each one or if Council 
finds that to tedious, they could make the changes in the ordinance then send it back to Council 
with a comparison copy.  Attorney Suhr and Terry Rickert would do that at their cost.    Jim 
Collins stated they are here now and asked to go through what they can and can’t and he would 
just as soon take them as they come. 
     They started with Section 103A and Jim Collins stated if he remembered correctly in the re-
zoning, if a property was split between two zones, it was incorporated into the zone that was 
least restrictive.  Mr. Andreatti stated no.  It was incorporated into the zone where the majority 
of the property was previously.  Mr. Allshouse stated the Pennsylvania Court System would tell 
you that the developer will always be given the benefit of the doubt whether there is conflict or 
an ambiguity between two ordinances.   Generally that means the least restrictive would apply.   
By making the statement that the most restrictive would apply, you are making a statement 
that you directly what to make sure that Commonwealth Court’s interpretation   of the Zoning 
Ordinance are not applied to give that least restrictive benefit to a developer.  That is a policy 
question for the Board.  Pam Still asked why County did not pick up on that.  Mr. Allshouse 
replied it’s too big of a document. 
     Attorney Suhr stated they do have the general rule as the last sentence about ambiguity as a 
rule of favor to the developer.   
     Council decided on changes it to “least”. 
     Attorney Suhr went on the page 2-9, the definitial section.  The first change states a large 
building or group of buildings designed to hold a convention-he added in a retreat or meeting-
convention implies such as stamp collectors.  You could have a meeting or business meeting or 
a youth retreat for a church group.  Jim Collins asked what was the last thing he wrote.  Mr. 
Suhr stated may include hotel restaurant and recreation facilities and those are all other terms 
that are involved with a conference center.  There would be people staying overnight and food 
being served, recreation facilities and there could be golfing, hiking or horseback.  That is there 
take on the expansion of a conference facility.   
     Jim Collins asked for Joe’s comments.  Joe Andreatti replied the definitions are every Council 
defines them and he can still enforce the document. 
     Mark Allshouse stated his concern was he did not want a hotel defined as a conference 
facility.  They need to make sure that conference facility says that may include as part of it. So 
the hotel itself cannot be a conference facility nor can a restaurant include a recreation facility. 
     Joe Andreatti read the definition of a hotel.    
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     Mr. Suhr then went on to page 4-1, RL.  It makes sense to put a column which makes the 
most sense.  There is a question of what needs to go there.  Their main concerns are 
motel/hotel including conference center.  Outdoor recreation could be thrown into it and 
private club and restaurant with no drive through.  Mr. Suhr stated there are not standards for 
the restaurant in the ordinance.  If it a conditional use or a special exception, you get to the 
Zoning Hearing Board or Council and there’s nothing approve except the general standards.  
Council should either make that permitted a right or they should come up with some standards 
that gets stuck in Article 12.   It makes more sense to make that a right in RL. 
     Mr. Suhr asked if Council was willing to go through the review of each table. 
     Mr. Collins asked for Mr. Andreatti comments.  Mr. Andreatti stated Council can put 
whatever they want in the document and his job is to enforce it as long as it is enforceable.  Mr. 
Andreatti indicated tonight is not the night to have this conversation.  They need to look at the 
lists in the zones and really think about what they want regulated and who they want to 
regulate it.  Mr. Andreatti indicated this was to impromptu and too fast to be making these 
decisions.  Council moved on. 
     Mr. Suhr stated they move to the next page.  The first comment was adding in motel/hotel 
and restaurants including conference centers.  They made sure that was their definition.  Going 
across and getting rid of the first under the lot coverage approval of the Zoning Hearing Board 
and that should be Borough Council and be part of conditional use.  The following three 
columns for the yards was an odd one.  Mr. Suhr stated he did not know what they met by 
Zoning Hearing Board because the performance standard for that use, which is in section 1239, 
page 1228 of the ordinance specifically has 30’ setback for a lot line.  The Borough already has 
that so he did not know if that was a reference to 1239A2 or not.  Mr. Suhr added 30’ which 
what is in section 1239 and clarifies what he thought should be in there. 
     At this point Jim Collins wanted to go back to restaurant with no drive thru.  There was a 
question of what “no S/E “was.  Mr. Suhr replied it was no special exception standards. 
     Mr. Suhr went onto the next page, 4-3, Section 403.  There is an issue of what you can’t do 
on a percentage of slope.  15% has a dramatic impact on the project.  Generally 15% is not 
considered a steep slope.  Mr. Suhr and Mr. Rickert would like to do is boost the number up to 
25% and he did not believe this was in the existing zoning ordinance.  Mr. Rickert indicated the 
County’s recommendation is 25% also.  No Council members objected to the change of 25%. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to page 9-2 and is from the industrial standards.  He had two items pointed 
out.  One was the power generation facility.  Mr. Rickert stated Joe had explained that to him 
and asked to ignore that. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to page 10-1, the flood hazard regulations.  This has to do with the 
maintenance of the tailrace that is the water course that leaves the plant and goes through the 
race.  Terry has to maintain that with some of the State permits and taking out debris or 
overgrown vegetation.  Mr. Suhr indicated they have to have the ability to go in and do routine 
maintenance and have a zoning issue on that.  Mr. Suhr put on an exception for an addition of 
permitted use and read the following:  Routine maintenance and repair of any existing man-
made water course, servicing an industrial facility shall be permitted as a right, only subject to 
any State and Federal permit requirements, but not subject to the flood hazard district 
regulations.  Cork Shildt asked if this would give them the right to go on somebody’s private 
property.  Mr. Rickert made it clear, he owns the race and the land adjacent to it all the way 
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down with the exception of the last two hundred feet where they just have a right-of-way and 
they are ready to prove that in court.   
    Mr. Rickert stated the ordinance right now basically divides man-made and natural 
waterways.  They are asking for the breakout of man-made verses natural waterways.  The 
man-made waterways have to be maintained to a specific guideline.  The level on their millrace 
has to be kept perfectly level the whole way down so water can come back when they are not 
using it and water can flow down through it when they are using it.   They would like an 
exception from this man-made structure that is not there.  Mark Allshouse had no legal issue 
with it.  Council had no issue with the request. 
     Mr. Suhr went on the page 11-7 and there is no issue on Section 1108. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to the page 12-28, Section 1239A, Motels or Hotels.  They request that 
gets moved to conditional use instead of special exception.  They also would like Section 1239-
A2 to read all buildings and structures with the exception of surface parking lot shall be set back 
at minimum of thirty feet (30’) from any lot line.  Council had no problem with Mr. Suhr’s 
requests. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to page 12-29, Section 1239, A3 that states all areas of the development 
not covered by impervious surface shall be landscaped and Mr. Suhr would like to add “or 
forested or meadow areas. Mr. Suhr would also like the sentence “existing vegetation is 
encourage to be preserved” deleted.   
     Mr. Suhr went on to Section 1240, A, Outdoor Café.  Mr. Suhr would like it to read “In the 
(RL) and (G-C) districts instead of in the (V) and (G-C).  He would also like to add the word 
conference center as a by right.  Council has no problem with the requests.  Mr. Suhr reminded 
Council that when they get back to looking at the tables again for RL they would add outdoor 
café as an accessary use permitted as a right. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to page 14-1, Section 1400, E, and General Parking Regulations.  Mr. Suhr 
would like “residential districts” taken out and replaced with R1, R2 and V. 
     Mr. Suhr and Council went on to page 14-3, Category of Uses.  In uses, part L they would like 
to add the word “conference center”.  In Q, Minimum Required Parking he would like to 
remove “1 space for every 50 sq. ft. of gross floor area, whichever is larger” and have it read 1 
space for every 4 seats of design capacity plus 1 space for every 2 employees on the largest 
shift.  Council had no problem with the proposed change.     
     Mr. Suhr then went to page 14-6, Section 1403, Parking Reductions, A.  He would like to 
include RL in the authorization of reductions of minimum parking requirements.  Council had no 
problem with the addition.  There was a suggestion to make it all zones and take out V, G-C, 
and RL.  Mr. Suhr stated it would be easier to let zones V, G-C and add RL.  In RL it would easier 
to justify a reduction here because they would be dealing with a bigger project.  On small lots 
he would say go to the Zoning Hearing Board for a variance. 
     Mr. Suhr continued to page 14-7, Section 1404, A, Location of Sparking Spaces.  He would 
like added to this section “parking on offsite lots within 1000 feet under the ownership or 
control of the applicant shall be permitted”.  He would also like to change on Section 1404, B, 
changed to 1000 feet. 
     In Section 1405, Joint Parking Facilities, B1 would like to add patron transport is provided 
from the parking lot to the property being served.  Mr. Suhr would also like RL added to Section 
1405, A.   Council had no problems with the requests. 
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     Mr. Suhr went on to page 14-8, Section 1406, Design Standards.  Council agreed to the 
request of 18’ length but kept the parking bay width at 10 feet. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to page 16-3, Item #12 would like to change the expiration of Zoning 
Permit to 5 years instead of 1 year.  Cork Shildt agreed and gave an example of someone he 
knew that built his house in stages as money was available.  Mr. Andreatti indicated they that 
would be creating a safety issue.  Mr. Suhr stated a zoning permit and building permit are 
different and a zoning permit is something that happens before anything is done.  Mr. Andreatti 
stated the term building permit and zoning permit are interchangeable and that is why in the 
document there is no reference to a building permit.  Mr. Suhr stated that is not what the 
definition says.  Mr. Andreatti stated he did not understand why some of the conditions are 
under zoning permit as long as he can enforce that doesn’t create a safety issue.  Jim Collins 
suggested stated language is needed that has building permit listed.  Mr. Andreatti agreed.    
Mark Allshouse stated once you give a zoning permit how could you track the time limit.  A 
zoning permit is for use and it’s not what your building, not how you lay it out, not for 
stormwater, it’s not expanding and is just can you use it.  Council agreed to take Item 12 out 
completely.   
     Mr. Suhr continued to page 16-9, Section 1611, A, Interpretation and Uses Not Regulated.  
He would like it changed to “less” restrictive instead of more restrictive.  In Section B they 
would like to change “the use is prohibited except that Council may permit said use by 
conditional use”.  There is an addition to B1 stating” proposed use would be less or as 
intensive”.    Council was agreeable to the request. 
     Mr. Suhr went on to page 16-20, Item 11, Effect of Zoning Hearing Board’s Decision.   Mr. 
Suhr wanted the entire section deleted.  Mr. Suhr questioned why there was expiration on 
zoning decisions.   Council had no problem with the requests. 
     Mr. Suhr went to page 16-22, Zoning Hearing Board Functions under Special Exceptions, Item 
d.  He would like it changed to “approval of any Special Exception will also bind the use, 
generally in accordance with the submitted site plan, as may be modified during any land 
development approval”.  Council had no problem with the request. 
     Mr. Suhr continued on to page 16-23, Item J.  Mr. Suhr would like to the second sentence to 
read “Approval of any Variance will also bind the use in general accordance with the submitted 
site plan”.   
      Mr. Suhr went to page 16-26, Item D and would also like to add the word “generally” for the 
Conditional Uses.  Council had no problem with the request. 
     Mr. Suhr then went to page 16-28, Item F, Time Limitation.  He would like to delete Item F 
entirely since it deals with a time limit on conditional use. 
     Mr. Suhr indicated they have stumbled into a couple of areas that need more work with the 
building permit and zoning permit.  If Council would need any assistance with that he would be 
glad to help out. 
     Mr. Allshouse stated Council would have to review the Use Tables, parking standards, add 
regulations on building permits and time frames and establish what is required for a Zoning 
Permit to be issued.   Those are things that were not addressed in the comments.   
     Mr. Andreatti indicated the master is kept by County Planning and generally when changes 
are made, it goes to Planning and they make the changes. 
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     Cork Shildt made a motion recommending that Charlie Suhr would prepare a document to 
send to both County and Council so they can confirm that document is what was agreed to.   
The motion was seconded by Pam Still.  Motion passed unanimously.   
 
    Mr. Andreatti stated out of the 4 things they still have to do, do they want an over view of a 
recommendation from him or does Council want to make the decision entirely on their own.  
Mr. Collins replied he would like a recommendation from him, especially concerning the 
building permits.   
      
     Mr. Suhr asked when would be the next time they come in to talk about it and asked if they 
want to set a date.  Mr. Andreatti asked if he would like to set down with him before he makes 
a recommendation to Council that way he and Mr. Suhr are on the same page.  Mr. Suhr agreed 
and Council was OK with that also. 
 
ADJOURN  
 
     Jim Collins stated the continuation of the hearing is continued until the next meeting on 
February 13th.  
      
     Cork Shildt made a motion to adjourn the Special Meeting on the Zoning Ordinance.  The 
motion was seconded by Ed Kendall.  Motion passed unanimously. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Cheryl D. Smith 
Borough Secretary/Treasurer 
 
 
 
Transcribed by: 
 
 
 
Pat Fisher 
Utility Billing Clerk 
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